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Overview
This study aims at investigating various methods for ship emission mitigation, quantifying the level of
improvements, and visualizing the corresponding emission density under each scenario. In the past decade, great
attentions have been paid on maritime emissions. Academic researchers have also devoted significant efforts
constructing Emission Accounting models, for different geographical areas and for various ship types. However,
Emission Accounting is just the first step of effective emission management. According to the base year emission
conditions, certain countermeasures, such as speed control and berth time reduction, could be implemented for
pollution mitigation. For each measure, a comprehensive emission study should help to justify its effectiveness,
and to reflect the resulting level of emission decrements. Given the preliminary Emission Accounting model,
scenario-based analysis should be applied as a follow-up elaboration. Scenarios are constructed based on
candidate emission management strategies, as well as probable changes in shipping patterns in the foreseeable
future. If there is any ongoing port expansion project or any probable change in the future transportation pattern,
a robust emission model should be able to demonstrate the respective changes in the emission volume, the
emission density and the spatial distribution. In this study, based on a well-developed Emission Accounting model,
such follow-up analysis will be applied using the System Dynamic approach. The model coefficients and
simulation settings are based on rigorous statistical analysis using ship movement data, extracted from the
Automatic Identification System(AIS) installed onboard the ocean-going vessels. In this way, this emission model
can aid the decision-making process for the port management authorities, and can be widely applied to other
geographical regions with adjustments in local emission parameters.

Methods
The System Dynamic model is constructed using the VENSIM simulation software.
In the beginning, an Emission Accounting model has been established based on massive AIS data for ship
activities within the Singapore territory in the year of 2016. Referring to this model, the primary equations and
data are integrated in the VENSIM model to construct the base year scenario.
After that, several runs of simulations should be applied to test different scenarios. Firstly, this paper depicts the
effects of speed reduction on port emission mitigation. Secondly, this study examines to which degree berth time
reduction policies can be translated into emission reduction. Thirdly, for future port expansion and changes in
transportation density, this model illustrates how the emission density and the spatial distribution will change
accordingly. By adjusting the settings and parameters of the VENSIM model, the forecast results can be obtained
and visualized.
ArcGIS is used to visualize ship movements and the specific emission density under each scenario.

Results
Firstly, we identify the trade-off of speed reduction within the port area. On one hand, it helps to reduce ship
emission generated in the maneuvering mode and the cruising mode. On the other hand, it extends the hoteling
time within port area, which may further increase the pollutants generated from auxiliary engines and boilers. In
total, the pollution increments in the hoteling mode could be even higher compared with the decrements in the
other two dynamic modes.
Secondly, various strategies for berth time reduction may have diverse effects on emission mitigation. Generally
speaking, decreasing the hoteling time will lead to a significant emission reduction.
Thirdly, we visualize the future changes in the emission spatial distribution diagram. In particular, as more ship
operations are consolidated to Tuas (in the west of Singapore), the emission density will also change accordingly.

Conclusions
On a global scale, more emission studies have been focused on Europe, United States, Australia and China.
Limited attempts were found for the rest of the world, especially the ASEAN countries. Hence, this study can
narrow such a literature gap by presenting a comprehensive model for Emission Accounting and emission
management.
For ship segment, compared with the dry bulk ships and tankers, the emission analysis on container vessels are
of higher accuracy given the higher quality and better availability of ship movement data.
For pollutant type, CO2 occupied a very large proportion in the total emissions. However, mitigation measures
tend to have more significant effects on reducing SOx, NOx and Particular Matters (PM).
In the future, the effects of weather, sea conditions and vessel trims should also be considered so as to further
improve the accuracy of emission analysis.
This paper can contribute as a pioneer emission study on Port of Singapore, starting from Emission Accounting,
followed by emission management strategies, and finally concluded with evaluations of different strategies and
forecasts of future emissions. Furthermore, this model has great potential to be generalized and applied in other
Emission Management projects around the world.
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